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Digital technology is a filter that is going to modify perception by means of a 
generalized morphing, and this in real time … we are faced with the failure of the 
analogical in favour of calculation and numerology of the image. Every sensation 
is going to be digitized or digitalized. We are faced with the reconstruction of the 
phenomenology of perception according to the machine. The vision machine is 
not simply the camera that replaces Monet’s eye … now it’s a machine that’s 
reconstructing sensations pixel by pixel.  
 
- Paul Virilio, The Accident of Art (Virilio & Lotringer, 2005, p. 65)  

 

At Reboot 11 in Copenhagen in 2009 – “a community event focused on digital change and culture” – 

science fiction author and futurist Bruce Sterling delivered a bristling keynote address in which he 

outlined his impressions of the coming decade (Madsen-Mygdal, 2014). He proposed two key terms: 

dark euphoria, proposed as the defining cultural temperament of the times and the modalities of its 

representation, gothic high-tech. I have borrowed Sterling’s terms and used them here as useful 

framing devices for the narrative plot points I will unpack in this presentation. In doing so I have also 

opened up Sterling’s predefined period to also take in not only the millennial years - the decades 

that precede and the decades that follow the year 2000 but also the century that was. By including 

some history here I am able to present a much broader and evocative pathway to the current dark 

euphoric moment.  

 

 

PART I :: Dark Euphoria 

 

In Sterling’s terms dark euphoria is an involuntary episode characterised by an 

overwhelming sense of falling from a precarious height  – through the millennia, back towards earth, 

catching glimpses of history and memory as they hurtle past us – indeed, through us – into the vast 

archive of digital objects we leave in our wake. While gothic high-tech is perhaps a more malleable 

term representing the anxiety and the uncertainty that cultural artefacts and their technological 
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apparatus leave behind. Gothic high-tech is very specific to the decades which straddle the 

millennia. It is a contemporary phenomenon – neo-gothic if we were to compare it to classic gothic 

tropes – a personal evolving anxiety. It is more of an operant than a condition with respect to the 

parameters of this discussion. Conversely, the dark euphoric temperament Sterling outlines is a 

deeply externalising force; it could be read as a scene, a vista, a plot point – an image.  Dark 

euphoria is not exclusively wedded to the technological – moments no doubt abound in the 

disciplines of art, science, politics and commerce– but most certainly appear regularly in the broader 

western capitalist traditions that intersect with the techno-cultural narrative. I wish to focus on that 

narrative here. The link Sterling makes is explicit between the dystopian experience of an entire 

generation and the futurist techno-cultural narrative of the corporation.  For, in the coming dark 

euphoric decade, Sterling notes:  

 
… things are just falling apart, you can’t believe the possibilities, it’s like anything 
is possible, but you never realized you’re going to have to dread it so much. It’s 
like a leap into the unknown. You’re falling toward earth at nine hundred 
kilometres an hour and then you realize there’s no earth there. That’s a dark 
euphoria feeling. It’s the cultural temperament of the coming decade (Sterling, 
2009).  
 

The visual iconography of this descriptor has a strong resonance in the present-future narrative of 

the new millennium’s first two decades: from Richard Drew’s 9/11 image The Falling Man to the 

rotoscoped silhouette of Don Draper falling to the streets of Madison Avenue in the opening 

sequence of the television series Mad Men. Elsewhere this temperament is captured in the paralysis 

of the moment before the leap into the unknown – a state of pre-fall in which the anxiety of the 

inevitable takes hold.  It is the very moment when we see the edge for the first time like a weightless 

dream in which we can do nothing but be drawn ever closer to the abyss as the vision machine 

renders the most sumptuous and tantalising of vistas. 

 

A Klee painting named ‘Angelus Novus’ shows an angel looking as though he is 
about to move away from something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are 
staring, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is how one pictures the angel 
of history. His face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of 
events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage and hurls it in 
front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole 
what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing in from Paradise; it has got caught 
in his wings with such a violence that the angel can no longer close them. The 
storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is turned, while the 
pile of debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.  
 
- Walter Benjamin in Theses on the Philosophy of History (Benjamin, 1968, p. 257) 

 

http://www.esquire.com/features/ESQ0903-SEP_FALLINGMAN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mad_Men
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A personal darkness lives here too. In a surprisingly downbeat sequence of Hollywood millennial 

films in which personal gothic tragedies are brought to the fore with a very real sense of inevitably 

about them, we watch as if waiting for the accident. We know we are witnessing the fall and we 

anticipate the crush that is sure to follow.  American Beauty (Mendes, 2000), Ice Storm (Lee, 1997), 

Donnie Darko (Kelly, 2001) and Virgin Suicides (Coppola, 1999)  are emblematic of the pre-millennial 

neo-gothic turn of middle America. Here we bear witness to an internal monologue played out in 

mostly dark largely monotone domestic spaces. Similarly the small screen character studies of this 

period  – The Sopranos (Chase, 1999) and Six Feet Under (Ball, 2001) and later  Dexter (Cuesta, 2006), 

Mad Men (Weiner, 2007) and Breaking Bad (Gilligan, 2008) – cast a similarly uncomfortable fine 

grain lens over their central protagonists in which the internal space becomes absent, damaged 

unrecognisable. In these narratives a particular type of western exceptionalism is replaced with a 

very personal darkness. In almost every case a lead character’s personal anxiety is eclipsed by their 

despair for the socio-political structure within which they operate. Think Tony Soprano’s frequent 

laments in Dr Melfi’s office on everything from the nostalgic masculinity of John Wayne, to migrating 

birds to the vagaries of the internet, Dexter Morgan’s strict adherence to the code and his weakness 

to the needs of his “dark passenger”, Walter White’s layers of deceit and economies of scale and of 

course the endless fall of Don Draper whose mascaraed as the oracle for American industry unravels 

somewhere near to the edge of where day meets night.  

In just sixty seconds of Sam Mendes’ 1999 film American Beauty we capture the duality of 

this trauma – both the detachment and the engagement – that the vision machine sets in motion. 

This is certainly the moment before the fall, the anxiety and titillation of the end times etched line by 

line in a cold NTSC video signal.  It is the iconic “plastic bag scene” in which the apparently strange 

and awkward boy next door, Ricky Fitts, who is well known for his obsession with his handy-cam, 

screens “the most beautiful thing” he has ever seen for his neighbour, the girl next door, Jane.  What 

is evocative of the framing device is not only the evident play on the screen within the screen but 

the simultaneity of the world outside: the suburban street, the autumn leaves, the concrete, the 

plastic bag. This is the “traumatic outside” colliding with the internal anxiety and alienation of the 

two young – soon to be – lovers.  The symbolic core of American Beauty is wrapped up in this one 

snippet, on this one digital cassette that Ricky treasures so dearly.  Every character’s flirtation with 

change and ill-timed idealism stalls and ultimately falters in the face of the complex machinery of 

modern existence. The anxiety and the sadness witnessed by the two young protagonists so early on 

in the film is the tragedy of not only their shared fate but also their un-blinkered perception of the 

bleak reality of things. This neo-gothic reality rests on the wind with the plastic bag as its circles and 

dips and twists in a slow motion dance that is one of cinema’s most devastating images. The gentle 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Beauty_%28film%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ice_Storm_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donnie_Darko
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Virgin_Suicides_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Sopranos
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_Feet_Under_%28TV_series%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dexter_%28TV_series%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mad_Men
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breaking_Bad
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simultaneity
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crumpled image of western commerce is the first hint of the fall which is to follow. Like the long 

narrative arc of The Sopranos and Six Feet Under the compressed space of American Beauty touches 

on much grander narrative threads in the same instant as it captures a certain type of personal 

apocalypse in the viewfinder of Ricky Fitts’ handy-cam. 

Paul Virilio notes this duality as a very contemporary paradox, something he calls 

‘teleobjectivity’.  In this state of disenchantment with the real and the alternate rise of machine–

attention: “our eyes are thus not shut by the cathode screen alone; more than anything else we now 

no longer seek to see, to look around us, not even in front of us, but exclusively beyond the horizon 

of objective appearances.” (Virilio, 2007, p. 6) What follows is a very gothic notion of the urge to 

look away – to internalise the anxiety of the real – to endure “without going there to see. To 

perceive without really being there” (Virilio & Lotringer, 2005, p. 8). 

 

///// 

 

The harrowing notion of falling – down into the steel concrete mesh of the city, down into the 

grinding cogs of a broken paradigm – is the recognition of this perverse reorganisation of the 

contemporary vision stream. Most spectacularly perhaps in the often repeated motif of the 

plummet back towards the Earth – or the remnants thereof – back to nature, into the arms of its 

virtual dreamscape.  These episodes are darkly euphoric and most explicitly rendered in the steady 

stream of return to Earth films which have dominated the box office in recent years.  From the green 

shoots amidst the trash piles in WALL-E (Stanton, 2008) and the figurative origin parable of Avatar 

(Cameron, 2009) to the more recent After Earth (Shyamalan, 2013) in which the nurturing 

symbolism of Mother Earth has been reclaimed by a vengeful predatory cousin. In these dystopian 

future worlds there is a deliberate act of returning – to equalise, to stabilise, to set the record 

straight and in the case of Oblivion (Kosinski, 2013) and Elysium (Blomkamp, 2013) to uncover a 

latent conspiracy and to disrupt surrogate systems of control. The act of falling itself is also explicit in 

the dystopian analogies of the Man of Steel (Snyder, 2013), Star Trek into Darkness (Abrams, 2013) 

and most profoundly Gravity (Cuarón, 2013) (all released in 2013).  

In fact Alfonso Cuarón’s Gravity is both origin parable and futurist manifesto intertwined – a 

film of much darkness and exquisitely composed moments of terror and euphoria. In this vision 

stream the Earth is never far from view. Its powerful call permeates everything. In these ninety 

minutes of computer simulation the image of the Earth is returned to its 1960s counterculture 

grandeur, its meaning and significance momentarily restored. Indeed there is a yearning in all of 

these narratives that we, by way of the Erath’s salvation, are eternally reborn. A classic science 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WALL-E
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avatar_(2009_film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/After_Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oblivion_(2013_film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elysium_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man_of_Steel_%28film%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Trek_Into_Darkness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity_(film)
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fiction trope: the return to the farm, to toil in the green fields in the sunlight amidst an Agrarian 

Utopia of things. The Earth now free from industry and the scourge of conflict is delivered by 

journey’s end a cleansed, pure and fertile place. In term’s Alfonso Cuarón’s reinvention of the Blue 

Planet as cultural icon we must recall its original mediated invention: from Stewart Brand’s quest for 

NASA to release an image of the earth in 1966  and NASA’s release, first of the “Earth From Space” 

image in 1967 and then the iconic “Earth Rise” image in 1968 which evolved into an icon of the 

environmental movement ; to its proud display on the cover of the Spring 1969 edition of Brand’s 

manual for living the Whole Earth Catalog (Brand, 1968); to the now iconic Blue Marble from Apollo 

17 in 1972;  to Google Earth navigation;  to interface icon for networked communications; the Earth 

as a concept and a cultural object has been degraded over the decades to nothing more than a mere 

design asset  that we tap and sweep off the black mirror in the palm of our hand.  

The rebirth of the earth as ecological object, as the cradle of life, is no more explicit than in 

the final sequence of Gravity when the last surviving astronaut Dr Stone aboard the Chinese Soyuz 

space capsule hurtles back towards the Earth.  Like a rogue asteroid, having blazed through the 

atmosphere, the vehicle plummets miraculously into what appears to be a large lake or inland sea.  

When she escapes the clutches of the watery depths and breaks the surface it is with a life affirming 

gasp.  For the first time since the opening minutes of the film when her colleague Captain Kowalski 

stared in wonder at the gleaming Earth below that we again experience a sense of tranquillity. Dr 

Stone floats on her back, staring at the sky while in the distance the green undulating hills of a virgin 

landscape reveal that we are indeed returned home.  

As she makes for the shoreline the camera tilts up to the brilliant blue sky above, we see the 

remaining fragments of the Chinese space station streaking across the sky in a cluster of fire balls – a 

prehistoric image, a Triassic event to be sure. She crawls through the sand and the reeds, pulling 

herself onto the muddy beach gripping fists full of red dirt. In this final sequence that lasts some four 

minutes from fiery impact to the final cut to black the return to Earth becomes the return to Earth. 

Our view of the action is from a camera position that remains at ground level making certain that 

there can be no doubt of the parable being played out here.  The watery escape, her wide eyed gasp 

for air, her tentative first steps – is not an end but a beginning. Not just a rebirth of the species but a 

reimagining of Utopia bereft of buildings and vehicles and infrastructure and electronics. This is 

woman as the first beast on land. Far from the Cyber City. This is the fantasy of the safe landing, the 

peaceful albeit digital reconstruction of a lost and impossible future. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthrise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whole_Earth_Catalog
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Blue_Marble
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2010/mar/22/volcanoes-helped-dinosaurs-rule-earth
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PART II :: The Fall 

 

The synergies between height, flight and the machine rendered vision are all intrinsically linked to 

the gothic high-tech re-ordering of perspective through the prism of machine vision. Instead of 

playing witness to the fall, we are actually experiencing it firsthand.   Even the now ubiquitous POV 

shot familiar to gaming community via 1st person shooters since it was established in iconic titles 

Doom and Quake is now realising the full potential of its form:  think the The Amazing Spider-Man 

(Webb, 2012) reboot, in which we assume the POV of Spiderman rather than simply watching 

dive and weave, think the GoPro acrobatics of parkour athletes, think the Mirror’s Edge (EA Digital 

Illusions CE & Dice, 2008). These digitally constructed forms are what can only be described as an 

extreme fetishization of the act of falling.  All include giddy POV shots as their primary visual 

trick, all are enacted at speed, and all while looking down. 

Sterling describes an approaching dark euphoria and our passage through it but his “leap 

into the unknown” does not necessarily represent an ending; it is perhaps best demonstrated via the 

act of falling, an endlessness. A state which Slavoj Žižek refers to as the dystopian horror of an 

unending “utopia” of things (Mossop, 2011). The thrill of the fall, the titillating view from up on high, 

one’s weight and form equal only to the velocity at which we hurtle through space and time albeit 

without the fulfilment of self-annihilation. Instead the end would appear to be happening to 

someone else, somewhere else – the fall is virtual – like Dr Stone in Gravity it is a safe cultural 

fantasy. The Falling Man however, did make impact. We live the velocity of his exit approach 

endlessly and yet we never bear witness to the pulverising end. Instead the climax is left to our 

darker imaginings – a gothic high-tech moment deeply felt but never seen. There is no digital 

reconstruction, there is no alternative ending or web exclusive or subscriber only Director’s cut.  

The fantasy of the saviour, the vision machine’s most fabulous creation is also absent in this 

earth-bound nightmare. Here there is only one flash of colour, there are no chromatic primary 

colour experiments, no bi-planes, no King Kong and most tellingly there is no supernatural hero. 

Western democracy’s safety net against the 20th century’s darker tendencies is often a colourful 

figure with special powers, most notably supersonic flight and super human strength. They give light 

and hokum respite from the anxiety of manned flight, machines of war, radiation fallout and the 

more insidious – less visible – creations of physicists, engineers and computer programmers.  

Like Gods they wear capes, wield weapons and boast bulging muscular forms. And like the 

Gods before them they are conflicted characters with a dark twisted ancestry. What these “super” 

characters represent beyond a clear articulation of a dark and troubled aesthetic in contemporary 

cinematic production design is an explicit haunting of their narrative motivations. They suffer from 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doom_(video_game)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quake_%28video_game%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Amazing_Spider-Man_(2012_film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirror%27s_Edge
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an inability to reconcile notions of the future with a plausible corporeal existence and therefore 

become isolated, alien, other.  They are, of course, created of man, appearing amidst the authoring 

of another of the 20th century’s most fantastic enterprises – the domination of man over atom. A 

contemporary interpretation of Spiderman, of Batman or Super-Man cannot escape this. And as the 

real-time gaze of their audience has diminished, so too these characters are afflicted by a particular 

type of looking away. They begin to look inward at themselves; at a particular type of creeping 

darkness.  Doubt sets in, their powers becoming more earthly, more ungodly. This de-evolution of 

their character arc is pure gothic high-tech: uncertainty about their unique gifts, their hard–won 

skills, their moral compass and their place in the mortal world is their new super struggle.  A familiar 

malaise for those of us who take human form one would presume, but not so the super coloured 

super hero of early 20th Century American comic book fantasy. And so we have watched them on 

paper and on screen – especially on the mega screen: the IMAX screen and the 3D screen – 

withdraw into a gothic corner of anxiety and self–doubt. The iconography of the super hero – the 

costume design, the art direction, their environment and their disposition appear to darken before 

our eyes.  

As in the great megascopic disaster narratives of the Dark Knight, The Amazing Spider-Man 

and the Man of Steel it was the events of 2001 which demanded their intervention. Where was 

Superman on the morning of September 11?  Surely the occasion of 9/11 befitted the quasi-

supernatural brief of the super hero. The Falling Man – the most well–known image of the “blow 

outs” – needed one of them to emerge from the metropolis of shadows and swoop through the 

stratosphere and scoop him up in his arms and deliver him safely to the sidewalk.  This moment 

witnessed by only a few but broadcast to the world in the New York Times on September 12 and in 

the highlight reels of the world’s nightly news broadcasts over the following 48 hours was then 

suddenly itself airbrushed from history. It was as if this one image frame was too much to bear. After 

the tears of the broadcasters and the horrified portraits of the ashen pedestrians and the image loop 

of two planes smashing into skyscrapers and then the ultimate crescendo of two monstrous 

constructions of steel and concrete and glass collapsing to the ground – in clouds of dust and smoke 

seen from space – amidst all of this, somehow one image was too much and labelled “distasteful, 

exploitative and voyeuristic” (Singer, 2006). The image of the falling man became the articulation of 

the loss of life that the dramatic video footage of the attack and the collapse could never 

communicate. And yet the duality of the event – Flight 11, September 11, the Twin Towers – was 

also explicit in the image. As Tom Junod wrote in Esquire magazine in 2003:  

 

The man in the picture, by contrast, is perfectly vertical, and so is in accord with 
the lines of the buildings behind him. He splits them, bisects them: Everything to 

http://www.esquire.com/features/ESQ0903-SEP_FALLINGMAN
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the left of him in the picture is the North Tower; everything to the right, the 
South. Though oblivious to the geometric balance he has achieved, he is the 
essential element in the creation of a new flag, a banner composed entirely of 
steel bars shining in the sun. Some people who look at the picture see stoicism, 
willpower, a portrait of resignation; others see something else - something 
discordant and therefore terrible: freedom. 
 
- Tom Junod, The Falling Man, 2003 (Junod, 2009). 

 

We should also remember at this point that it was the film makers of Spiderman who airbrushed 

away the Twin Towers a second time by pulling the early release trailer for the first reboot of the 

Spiderman franchise in the days after 9/11. Several months later Steven Spielberg was pressured by 

Warner Brothers and the web trolls to remove the Twin Towers from the DVD release of his film A.I. 

Artificial Intelligence.  Fortunately this is a view that Spielberg for all his conservative qualities he did 

not subscribe to for it is an incredible image that he orchestrates in the closing coda of the film when 

we return – as aliens many millennia into the future – to the site of David’s fall. Rising out of the ice 

and snow Spielberg uses the Twin Towers as the last remaining signifier of the human story, an icon 

of our time on the now frozen and forgotten planet. 

 Events such as September 11, the 1986 Challenger disaster, the Chelyabinsk meteor strike 

the recent MH17 catastrophe and Obama’s 9/11 anniversary promise of endless drone warfare are 

central then to the darkening of this vision of the skies and the anxiety for what may lie beyond the 

horizon line. The disaster reel is fixated with the possibilities of the end times in which dramatic 

angles, vertiginous space and visions of flight, aided by the machine and traumatised by the 

technological accident produce a frightening narrative viewed helplessly from below.  

 

///// 

 

Is this then the accident of the vision machine: the Earth as simulation, history as an erased image, 

the counter-loop, the foggy cataract of our overexposure, the personal disaster portrait? Perhaps 

there is something more complex happening here than the simple allegory of Tarkovsky’s return to 

the farm.  Paul Virilio has noted that the trauma of the technological accident is often hidden within 

the mediated spectacle of the accident itself:  

 

Overexposure is the live broadcast; it is real–time replacing the past, present and 
future. A society that heedlessly privileges the present necessarily privileges the 
accident… So somewhere the end of the future and the end of the past, in our 
societies of immediacy, of ubiquity, of instantaneity, are necessarily the advent of 
the accident (Virilio & Lotringer, 2005, p. 9) 

 

http://www.history.com/topics/challenger-disaster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chelyabinsk_meteor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malaysia_Airlines_Flight_17
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/world/middleeast/obama-speech-isis.html?_r=0
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Further to the mass media this spectacle is also authored in a distributed and reproducible form by 

devices and the network. We have become stranded somewhere at the “end of the future and the 

end of the past” hands on the wheel as the catastrophe hurtles up from the ground below triggering 

our instruments, lighting up the dashboard but leaving us squinting through the grime and the dust 

and the bird shit. We are seated. Locked in and logged on. A vulnerable perilous existence. As Donna 

Harraway cautions, “our machines are disturbingly lively, and we ourselves frighteningly inert” 

(Harraway, 1990, p. 152).  Inert, foetus-like, in a capsule travelling at unnatural speed. And so, 

steadily over a century, the future has gradually receded from view, slipped from our grip, to be 

authored by the machine. Have we succumbed then to the darker substance in the techno-cultural 

narrative by a forced narrowing of our futurist perspective? Is this the reductionism of vision, the 

tightening of our field of view, the ultimate lowering of the horizon line?   

 As we tilt our necks to the black mirror clutched in our palms and we gaze downwards back 

to the centre of the earth we confirm our subscription to this new machine aeroscopy: the Google 

Earth, the CCTV streetscape, the GPS coordinate, the mega–grid. Initially this shift was observational 

– mechanical, technical, data driven – not the “hands off the wheel” pose of Bruce Sterling’s leap into 

the unknown. Instead it has now become a deliberate if hesitant act this lowering of the gaze. Device 

technology and digital information evolve into the active operants of our return to the earth.  

 

///// 

 

In his essay, Anorexic Ruins, Jean Baudrillard states that, “everything has already become nuclear, 

faraway vaporised. The explosion has already occurred; the bomb is only a metaphor now” 

(Baudrillard, 1989).  Foreshadowing the final simulacra of disconnect he would canvass when 

observing Gulf War 1.0 and 2.0’s mediated re-runs of infra-red fire fights, combat vapour and the 

endlessly victorious yet endlessly defeated soldier. Buadrillard precedes both Paul Virilio and Slajov 

Žižek’s critiques with the concept of the “weak event”. This is important, as the metaphor for 

nuclear annihilation has a deep history in the 20th century – less as a documented event but rather 

as an embodiment of fear and anxiety of an imminent technological future event but nonetheless a 

hollow prophecy attributed almost comic status by some.   

The failure of the Cold War to produce the final apocalypse left a distinct vacuum from 

which all subsequent equations seem somewhat dull and diluted. The immediacy and foreboding of 

the Cold War’s 1st Act during the 1950s and 1960s gave way to the pantomime of Act Two: the 

1980s.  Here the virtual battle is the only battle the narrative has left: Reagan’s Hollywood bravado 

and his cowboy dreams of a Star Wars missile shield (1983); Stallone’s virtual superpower 

http://www.wired.com/2012/03/march-23-1983-reagan-taunts-the-russians-with-star-wars-plan/
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confrontations in Rocky IV (Stallone, 1985) and Rambo: First Blood Part II (Cosmatos, 1985) and the 

Don Simpson super-coke production Top Gun (T. Scott, 1986) which delivered the technological 

fulfilment of the absent dog fight between East and West.  Perhaps only now are we seeing the 3rd 

Act, as we recognise the futility of the Great War, we watch as planes smoulder in fields of 

sunflowers, shadowy operatives with brief cases of secrets squirrel themselves away in diplomatic 

embassies, nation states quarrel over Eastern European borders as nervous conscripts scamper into 

no man’s land, the promise of endless bombing campaigns scorch the earth in distant realms and it 

is now the journalist, the photographer – the image makers – who wear orange jumpsuits as 

barbaric militia gather at the gates of Christendom.  

The irony of the message is obvious here, and yet the vision machine endures, pumping out 

pixels and sound bites that both accentuate the texture and tone of the background hysteria of our 

times. It would appear culturally that the amplification of apocalyptic scenarios has reached such 

saturation levels that what remains in the absence of said destruction is instead a disconnect from 

all future scenarios – utopian, dystopian or otherwise. What is left then is a restless uncertainty 

about the future that haunts media and the background atmosphere of the twenty-teens with a dark 

anxious gothic tone.  

 

The actual objective situation looks more like this: No money, scarcity, financial 
collapse, collapsed states, general precarity, an energy crisis, low intensity global 
warfare, and a rapidly advancing climate crisis... That’s what the next decade 
actually looks like. And you’re going to live there... We’re not going to go back to 
the year 1950. The clock is ticking, the pages are going to fall off the calendar. In a 
decade it’s going to be 2019, we’ll be ten years older, you’ll be ten years older, 
these are all solid things.  
 
- Bruce Sterling speaking at Reboot11, Copenhagen, 2009 (Sterling, 2009) 

 

 

Part III :: The Liquid Electric 

 

This darkness in contemporary culture of course is not entirely new rather it is more pronounced, 

more literal. It is now hyper, rhizomatic, kinetic, it has become digital, simulated – robotic even. 

Within its operation there is a discernible aesthetic, of light on dark, in which the logic of machine 

vision is the expression of the unseen – a new kind of truth – the simulation of the real. This logic is 

embedded in the mathematics of visual display algorithms and the digital production technologies of 

computer animation. Here the tools of its construction are also the icons of its narrative. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_IV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rambo:_First_Blood_Part_II
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Top_Gun
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The images which are coming out of the largest and most expensive scientific instrument 

ever constructed, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, are emblematic of this blurring of the 

real with the virtual and a further articulation of the light on dark digital aesthetic.  The LHC, is many 

things but above all it is an accelerator system for sub-atomic particles. It is attached to an imaging 

machine designed to capture the existence of matter: the ATLAS observer.  This vision machine is the 

size of a five story apartment block and weighs some 7000 tonnes. ATLAS generates 15 petabytes of 

information annually, which correlates to 15 million gigabytes of data. ATLAS produces the data that 

enables the LHC research team to simulate, through immense amounts of information, the material 

of reality. As Sherry Turkle has observed, simulations such as this “offer an interactivity that makes 

screen objects seem ‘material’ to the point that contact with them feels like engagement with 

something quite real” (Turkle, 2009, p. 63).  On July 4 2012 the CERN team announced that during 

the preceding months the LHC had successfully detected the Higgs Boson field and theoretically the 

Higgs Boson particle (aka The God Particle). It had taken the CERN team many weeks to sufficiently 

analyse the data to produce an image which articulated the “proof” of its existence compared to an 

earlier image based on a simulation of a longstanding theoretical model. To the casual observer the 

meaning of these two images are barely distinguishable, yet one posits the truth – or what we are 

lead to believe is the truth – and the other is a theory for a possible truth. The latter is the image 

which proves the existence of a material that has always been theorised to exist and which 

substantiates a missing piece of evidence essential for the Standard Model of physics: “The Higgs 

boson is the visible manifestation of the Higgs field, rather like a wave at the surface of the sea” 

(CERN, 2013). This is the inner fabric of the universe. This image is possibly the most significant 

scientific image of the 21st century. Yet it is a composite visualisation of a large data set from a 

machine called ATLAS. This is the simulation that proves the reality. This is one of the most explicit 

expressions of not only the light on dark digital aesthetic but the authoring of certainty via machine 

vision. 

Further evidence of this play on reality can be found in the depiction of machine intelligence 

and the hidden life-force embedded in digital characters and robotic avatars of cinema. This is often 

depicted with a strictly blue liquid electric form giving presence and volume to the enduring power 

of the unseen. One of the very first films to feature animated sequences derived solely from 

computer generated imagery was Disney’s Tron (Lisberger, 1982) in 1982.  The film is a nostalgic 

template for the back-end of the wire mesh of contemporary 3D design: the blue liquid electric 

aesthetic. In one scene the central characters who have been “digitised” and are now fugitives inside 

a computer program stumble upon a rippling stream of fresh water.  In a peculiar, almost childish 

manner, they rush to the water’s edge and gleefully begin to scoop up the liquid, drinking from the 

http://home.web.cern.ch/topics/large-hadron-collider
http://home.web.cern.ch/about
http://home.web.cern.ch/about/experiments/atlas
http://home.web.cern.ch/about/physics/search-higgs-boson
http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/uk_news/Science/article1455968.ece
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shimmering water. Dramatically, it’s an awkward scene, a quaint diversion from the main narrative; 

at odds with the film’s dramatic tone and completely outside of the film’s logic. While it’s possible to 

deconstruct this as a type of “in-game reward” i.e. water, the giver of life, conveniently appearing in 

the path of the game players, it offers perhaps a symbolic bridge between being human and being 

digital. This is one of the earliest cinematic manifestations of the liquid electric form, its properties 

giving life to the digital, giving human-like attributes to the errant computer code and like the social 

animals we have become, giving forth the waterhole to which the hive is inexplicably drawn. 

Production designers and auteurs have long relied on the liquid electric motif to express the 

origin of things in a simulated universe. Nowhere is this more explicit than in the long gestating sci-fi 

parable A.I. Artificial Intelligence (Spielberg, 2001) the Steven Spielberg rendition of a passion 

project left behind by the late Stanley Kubrick that deals with notions of rampant overpopulation, 

climate change, loneliness and social engineering.  David, the central protagonist, is a robot 

engineered for a childless couple. He believes that he is unique; he believes his adoptive human 

parents love him because he is a “real little boy.” David is forced to confront the dystopia of his true 

reality when he is abandoned in the woods by his adoptive mother. The isolation of being a robot (a 

Mecha) in a human (an Orga) built world, seems impossible for David. In his quest to become “real 

again” and thereby restore a mother’s love he is told in a riddle by the mysterious avatar, “Dr 

Know”, that he must find the “Blue Fairy”. To do so he must travel a great distance to the city of 

Manhattan. For the mecha, and the orga for that matter, the now submerged metropolis represents 

the limits of the known world. Here the crumbling skyscrapers, the stubborn monoliths of the Twin 

Towers and iconic torch of the Statue of Liberty – an apocalyptic sci-fi trope if there ever was one – 

endure out there at the edge of a vast acidified ocean. Of course David does not find the answer he 

has been promised, instead he discovers that he is far from unique, like Buzz Lightyear,  the truth is 

much more banal and commercially derivative than either of them would ever have expected. 

Confronted with the true horror of his robot self, David falls, like a bag of wooden limbs, from a 

precipice upon high, the monolithic Rockefeller Centre. The helpless form of a broken hearted ‘boy’, 

plummets downwards, adopting the now iconic pose of the falling man, down, down into the icy 

waters of the mangled trenches of the city below. The gleaming blue fractures of light splinter about 

his splayed form – he emulates the visual icon of the dark euphoric turn.  For David this is not the 

origin story he has so desperately been seeking. Instead he becomes frozen, cemented in the 

permafrost for a millennia. Deep down in the darkness he assumes the thousand year stare of the 

robot in the garden. His ultimate prize, the angelic Blue Fairy is nothing more than an inanimate 

decorative carving on a pirate ship in what was once Coney Island now sunk deep beneath the 

flooded boulevards of New York City, circa 2142. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buzz_Lightyear
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This distinct aesthetic intent that predates the darker moments of the coming decade is a 

recurring theme in many of the most recognised Futurist techno-cultural narratives of this post-

millennial period:  V.I.K.I. the central supercomputer which controls the massive swarm of 

networked robots in iRobot (Proyas, 2004); the “precogs” from Minority Report (Spielberg, 2002) 

who lie in a pool of water their minds as one, the water electric blue; and more recently Prometheus 

(Scott, 2012) in which the entire universe is rendered in a sizzling electric blue and Pacific Rim (del 

Toro, 2013) which performs a neat re-routing of Manuel Castell’s ”space of flows” with a process 

known as “the drift” in which the minds, the memories and the consciousness of the human pilots 

are melded into one in order to operate monstrous robotic warriors. Each melding of minds is a 

convulsive moment of electric blue rushing. And in each instance the visual signifier refers to the 

origin of the parable: the man-machine symbiosis, the core, the beginning, the code.  

This is also strongly evident in the replication of computer code and networked systems in 

the promotional collateral for large civilian and military contractors who deal explicitly with the 

notion of cyber security.  The depiction of knowledge as at-risk data capital and information security 

as a vital process of software and machine function is almost always blue, electric and all pervasive. 

Northrop Grumman, Boeing, BAE Systems and Raytheon Company as well as the US Air Force and US 

Army’s cyber divisions, all subscribe to the blue logic of the liquid electric. Wherever you might be, 

whatever your electronic communication needs are, the steadying hand of encryption and the 

stealth like stalking of cyber threats is inevitably signposted by the reassuring blue ambience of the 

liquid electric.  

Cai Guo-Qiang’s (pronounced “Tsai Gwo-Chang”) installation work Heritage (GOMA & Cai 

Studio, 2013) at Brisbane’s Gallery of Modern Art is that very site. It is the central piece in an 

exhibition entitled, Falling Back to Earth which pre-empts the return to nature subtext that we see 

so strikingly in the broader techno-cultural narrative. It is a place where the blue liquid motif most 

profoundly demonstrates the origin parable – far from the digital renderings of the cinematic text, or 

the commercial communication device or the business of information security. Here the complexity 

and diversity and commonality of nature is represented by 99 animals hunched over the water’s 

edge lapping at the cool blue liquid. They have gathered like a disparate tribe of interlopers in a 

pilgrimage from multiple continents from forests and grasslands and hillsides all driven by necessity 

summoned back to the beginning. Like the crash site in Curaón’s Gravity and the great granite pools 

at the 9/11 Memorial at Ground Zero this site exists beyond the code, beyond the server farms, far 

beyond the infrastructure and influence of Modernity; although its presence is strongly felt.  

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minority_Report_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_of_flows
http://www.caiguoqiang.com/projects/heritage
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PART IV :: The Simulation 

 

Slavoj Žižek, in his essay Desert of the Real, written in the aftermath of 9/11, observed that America 

and the West is willing into reality the fatalistic fantasy of a totalising destruction. September 11, it 

would seem, is the new template, “The shattering impact of the bombings can only be accounted for 

against the background of the borderline which today separates the digitalized First World from the 

Third World "desert of the Real." It is the awareness that we live in an insulated artificial universe 

which generates the notion that some ominous agent is threatening us all the time with total 

destruction” (Zizek, 2001). And it isn’t this the ultimate diversionary tactic? The very thing under 

threat is the system that the ideological construct seeks to preserve. A simulacra of the end times 

designed and delivered by the machine.  

 

What happens at the end of this process of visualization, however, is that we 
begin to experience ‘real reality’ itself as a virtual entity. For the great majority of 
the public, the WTC explosions were events on the TV screen, and when we 
watched the oft-repeated shot of the frightened people running towards the 
camera ahead of the giant cloud of dust from the collapsing tower, was not the 
framing of the shot itself reminiscent of spectacular shots in catastrophe movies, 
a special effect which outdid all others, since – as Jeremy Bentham knew – reality 
is the best appearance of itself?  
 
- Slavoj Žižek, in his essay Desert of the Real, September 15 2001 (Zizek, 2001) 

 

 

In the twenty teens the signifiers of this inverted reality are numerous, the optical links to the 

trauma of the real and the technological accident are brazenly familiar. It is upon the same canvass 

and via the same mediums where once they were airbrushed from view, the catastrophes of the 

past are resurrected in a host of global media products.  The post–apocalyptic landscape of Crysis 3 

(Crytek Frankfurt & Crytek UK, 2013) is certainly designed on the shredded steel weave of the Twin 

Towers, while the fractured office blocks in Battlefield 4 (EA Digital Illusions CE, 2013) are 

reminiscent of the towers before their eventual demise – broken, fractured, bleeding.  The billowing 

flames and plumes of smoke that were produced in the moments after the attack are reproduced in 

architecture in Korea  and their fall and the panic on the streets below is reproduced in the Man of 

Steel.  Symbolic iconography is on display in the promotional material for The Dark Knight Rises 

(Nolan, 2012) and the billboards advertising the 5th Season of Mad Men (Weiner, 2007-2012).  The 

act of the collapse, the falling building, the falling man, the crumbling edifice and the crumbling mind 

are all present in a litany of assaults on the cityscape in recent years, yet it is the inner dreamscape 

of Dominick Cobb in Christopher Nolan’s epic simulation Inception (Nolan, 2010) that is one of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crysis_3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battlefield_4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Dark_Knight_Rises
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mad_men_tv_series
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inception_film
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September 11’s most haunting replications.  In a pivotal scene in which Cobb returns to the 

dreamscape he has been constructing in his mind, the entire coastline that demarcates his inner 

subconscious world from the induced virtual world is an enormous cluster of collapsing buildings, 

their foundations corroded by lashings from the rising sea, as they topple and crumble into the 

ocean of Cobb’s memory.  What lies behind them is a dense vertiginous horde of twin towers 

standing shoulder to shoulder crowding out the horizon line with their endless hulking shadows. 

The visual cues of the dark euphoric simulation are all present in these visual constructs – 

the clouds of dust, the ghostly silhouettes of onlookers, the frozen panic, the Spielberg face, the 

dash for cover – the thrilling embrace of the big screen disaster epic and the immersive first person 

shooter have been seared onto the screen in a chilling recognition of the original performance. It 

must be remembered, these are carefully constructed simulations. This is the vantage point that 

provides a privileged high-res point of view of the original lived experience. An epic “redo” we never 

previously had but most certainly craved and until now could only have ever understood from the 

horror etched into the faces of those who were there.  

 

///// 

 

We must remember that the decade that preceded the new millennia constituted a simulacra, this is 

where William Gibson’s notion of cyber space was co-=opted by Hollywood and pimped out as a 

kitsch neon version of itself, a sort of Blade Runner (R. Scott, 1982) meets Beverly Hills 90210.  In 

1995 alone, Hollywwod produced six films that promoted this scenario in which the icons of 

virtuality were designed as a pre-viz for the virtual end times – a catastrophe delivered by the 

network of screens (and dubious acting).  Indeed, it would be another two decades before virtuality 

and the augmentation of physical space would hit the mainstream as a tangible concept 

accompanied by usable (and sometimes) practical technologies. And yet post 9/11 we have instead 

been exposed to the endless ‘teleobjectivity’ of the replay image loop of a tragedy that is familiar, 

that is understood, and its repetition we patently dread.  It is the shock of the real in the resolution 

of the rendered image that now confronts us head on. Here the paranoia of the virtual has been 

replaced by an anxiety of the present. The fact such widely available and hugely popular media 

feature such evocative imagery of catastrophic scenes of urban destruction and so obviously draw 

their design template from September 11 mark them as some of the most extreme expressions of 

the neo gothic narrative in contemporary millennial culture.  

By highlighting the accident as a means for narrative embellishment these digital constructs 

give substance to the catastrophe of technology. We should not be surprised then that technological 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blade_Runner
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beverly_Hills,_90210
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shortcomings that occur on such a grand scale should create a ripple effect in contemporary culture 

– especially a performative visual culture like ours – and a performance that we inevitably discover is 

very hard to out run.  

 

 

PART V :: The Logic of the Swarm  

 

The "Non–Mediated World" has become a lost country. And I think that, in some 
very real way, it's a country that we cannot find our way back to. The mediated 
world is now THE WORLD. We are that which perceives a mediated reality. I don't 
think it's possible to know what we've lost. We just have...I think there is a 
pervasive sense of loss, and a pervasive excitement at what we seem to be 
gaining. And they seem – those two feelings – seem to go together, in effect, to 
be parts of the same feeling. It's like Fredric Jameson's "postmodern divide": you 
have it right there. That sense of loss, and that sense of Christmas morning, at the 
same time.  
 
It's that "truth–is–stranger–than–fiction" factor keeps getting jacked up on us on 
a fairly regular, maybe even exponential, basis. And I think that's something that's 
peculiar to our time. I don't think our grandparents had to live with that.  
 
- Interview with William Gibson from the documentary No Maps for These 

Territories (Neale, 2000). 
 

 

Meanwhile the angel–like presence of unseen technology above and beyond the horizon is not 

designed to prevent the sky from falling but to make the fall more precise. Here the space of flows is 

a stop–and–go affair. According to Maj. Gen. Curtis M. Bedke, the commander of the Air Force 

Research Laboratory (AFRL) the information space becomes the “battlespace”, contested by nation 

states and manipulated by “technology” and “leading edge science”. It becomes then an automated 

process where “humans would remain in the loop” in an almost subordinate monitoring capacity as 

“brains with wings” become “more autonomous” their behaviour eerily echoing Jaron Lanier’s 

notion of the network–hive mentality as they seek to maintain a “dominant offensive cyber 

engagement” (Ackerman & Bedke, 2010). This is the inverse of the techno–futurist space dream. 

Instead this is the nightmare scenario evoked in a sequence of ‘swarm films’ which appeared in quick 

succession in the years immediately following 9/11.  Beginning in 2002 with George Lucas’ Attack of 

the Clones (Lucas, 2002) and continuing in 2003 with Rise of the Machines (Mostow, 2003), and The 

Matrix Revolutions (The Wachowski Brothers, 2003) and then in 2004 I, Robot (Proyas, 2004), and in 

Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow (Conran, 2004). Each of the swarm films in one way or 

another is a parable of the potential dangers lurking within the apparent superior organisation of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fredric_Jameson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Wars_Episode_II:_Attack_of_the_Clones
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Wars_Episode_II:_Attack_of_the_Clones
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminator_3:_Rise_of_the_Machines
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Matrix_Revolutions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Matrix_Revolutions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I,_Robot_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sky_Captain_and_the_World_of_Tomorrow
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hive. What we are seeing here, according to Adam Rothstein, is the emergence of the politics of 

cosmological capital as a present–future archetype:  

 

Drones’, as we have come to know them, represent an intensely collapsed 
political, economic, and social cosmology. They are singular points of world–
historical militarism, state control, and technological specialty, orbiting high above 
our heads, the new astrological wanderers of our mortal fates. The MQ–1 
Predator, MQ–4 Global Hawk, MQ–9 Reaper, RQ–170 Sentinel: these names are 
the basis of a new hierarchical choir of angels. 
 
- Adam Rothstein, Guide to Future-Present Archetypes Part 4: The Commodity 

Swarm, 2012 (Rothstein, 2012).  
 
 
In this regard, the drone, the clone, the automaton are part of a hierarchal system pre–

ordained to lock down our field of vision thereby redirecting the horizon line and appropriating the 

“synthetic images created by the machine for the machine.” (Virilio, 1994, p. 61)  We can see the 

iconography of this blending of science fiction and military iconography in the shape and form of 

computer hardware, in the cinema of aliens and the military components of surveillance. These 

cultural artefacts speak to the darkness within the gothic high–tech ferment. In the speculative 

genre of cinema – a cinema of technophilia perhaps – they inspire real-world doppelgangers which 

appear in the most unexpected of places.  In this strange off-world of space dreaming the foot 

soldier becomes the cyborg, the boy who fights an empire becomes the prince who owns the 

network of all things, the launch of a satellite becomes less of a patriotic event and more of a 

mysterious hybrid of sorcery, UFOs and twisted frat boy logic. The machine comes to in many 

different guises while the weapons and gadgets of war become the new play-things of our most 

exotic technocultural fantasies. The machine of war and the fantasy of science fiction would appear 

to be melding seamlessly into one coordinated assault on our collective futures. These artefacts may 

be appearing only on the periphery yet they embody our fear of the swarm – a mistrust of not only 

the foreignness of the machine but also the darker glimpse into human nature that it provides. The 

uncertainty and anxiety that ensues when we succumb to the pull of the pack, the mob, the horde. 

Could it be that our fear of the robot swarm is not based on a technological agent but the very 

primal instincts we fear exist deep within ourselves? 

Perhaps the first modern cinematic parable to wrestle with such questions was Ridley Scott’s 

Blade Runner another seminal sci-fi classic from 1982.  As we adopt the machine we adopt the 

possibility that we take on machine like thinking and conversely the machine adopts human like 

cunning and the ability to wilfully deceive. Here emotions are carved out by logic rather than feeling 

and the analogue touch becomes the algorithm of virtuality. Towards the end of Scott’s riddle the 
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main protagonist, the bounty hunter Deckard, programmed with memories that he thinks are real, 

discovers – despite himself – the capacity to love. His masculine generic film noir persona 

compromised by the human simulation. He is the simulation simulating the fiction. As Michael 

Newman writes, “The irony of the film is that the frame for simulation is not reality but simulation 

itself: what we view in the cinema is already a totally simulated reality where the humans conform 

to stereotypes as much as the replicants, coded in the eclectic mixture of movie genres and period 

styles. Indeed, towards the end of the film the replicants come to elicit our sympathy, as victims who 

seem more vivid than the humans” (Newman, 1983). Blade Runner and the swarm films tell us not 

that we have been robbed of a new technological utopia but that the opposite is unknowable, that 

the actual catastrophe is the trauma of not knowing one’s self.  

And here is the rub. The neo–gothic narrative being played out here is not only the obvious 

novum governing all of the swarm films (that the A.I. has developed an unnerving mistrust of their 

human counterparts) but that we humans have developed a disconcerting lack of faith in ourselves? 

And isn’t this precisely the malaise confronting Ricky and Jane in American Beauty surrounded as 

they are by those who do not know themselves? 

To look and not to know: to design, build and then to ultimately secede to the technology is 

of course Frankenstein’s curse. To construct in our image a vengeful enforcer capable of very human 

notions of control and of justice - is this not the role of The Terminator (Cameron, 1984) and of the 

Robocop (Verhoeven, 1987)? Are these wide screen imaginings science fiction’s ultimate 

technological object – the robotic cyborg warrior? Each of these films presents a very dystopian view 

of our present-future world, a place damaged by peculiarly human failings and broken political 

systems. This is a place in which the cyborg from the future (and the past, as it were) is required to 

mete out justice and save the humans from themselves. 

There is evidence that the 1980s fantasies of warrior cyborgs have contemporary real world 

templates.  DARPA inspired projects include the Boston Dynamics ATLAS (Agile Anthropomorphic) 

humanoid robot and NASA’s Valkyrie Val robonaut both of which feature prominent electric blue 

central processors in their chests. While the Lockheed Martin HULC (Human Universal Load Carrier) 

system is an untethered hydraulic powered exoskeleton which promises “performance 

enhancement for sustained capabilities” in the battlespace. In many ways this integration of science 

and fiction by Lockheed Martin, Boston Dynamics and NASA demonstrates a very obvious – and very 

violent – pathway towards a potential melding of human and device. 

The U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory casts the hive mentality as a “leading edge 

technology” a collaboration of disciplines capable of “persistent and responsive precision 

engagement”. Major General Bedke’s characterisation of the U.S. Air force drone army as an 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Terminator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RoboCop
http://www.darpa.mil/default.aspx
http://www.bostondynamics.com/robot_Atlas.html
http://www.theroboticschallenge.org/node/59
http://www.lockheedmartin.com.au/us/products/hulc.html
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intelligent swarm that will sweep the skies with silent shock and awe is certainly an illustration of the 

gothic high–tech sublime in full flight. In this idealised narrative of technological suprematism, 

military drones “are guided by autonomous programming that allows them to change their objective 

mid–mission like a flock of birds suddenly changing direction” (Ackerman & Bedke, 2010).   

This goes beyond a mere reshaping of the systems of control, this is not purely an act of 

observation and surveillance by an autonomous system, this is the system literally assuming control. 

And what if the effects–based targeting for the drone becomes an internal inward looking doctrine? 

Surely the paranoia which authored the power structures which made drone strikes possible – and 

by extension the more extreme science fiction cousins in the swarm films – must have conceived of a 

domestic battle space? The often quoted line from the U.S. Oath of Allegiance bears remembering: 

“to protect and defend the constitution against all enemies foreign and domestic” (emphasis added). 

As artist Joseph DeLappe, instigator of The 1,000 Drones Project, observes of the potential ubiquity 

of robotics and drone technology:  

 

There is something different about drones. They seem to perfectly combine 
aspects of our worst fantasies of digital technologies, interactivity, computer 
gaming and war. One might consider them a bit of a "gateway" weapon (the drug 
reference is of course intentional here). I suspect we have indeed opened a 
Pandora's box leading to the further utilization of remote and robotized weaponry 
that will make our current drone usage seem quaint. 
 
- Joseph Delappe with Marc Garrett, The 1,000 Drones Project: an interview 

with Joseph DeLappe, 2014 (Garrett & DeLappe, 2014).  
 

In the next decade alone it is estimated that the U.S. military will increase its annual 

expenditure on drone capabilities from its current growth rate of US$6.6 billion to US$11.4 billion 

per year over the next ten years. At a time when the U.S. Military is scaling back expenditure on its 

forces (Shanker & Cooper, 2014) total military spending on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle systems (UAV) 

will reach US$110 billion by 2020 (UPI, 2012). 

  

///// 

 

If we cringe at the language of “targeted killings” and “battlespaces”, of “kill lists” and “precision 

engagement”, of “global coalitions” that “disable and destroy” by “any means necessary” then 

“unknown unknowns” becomes a desirable defence. For given privilege to such things, if we were to 

imagine them as evocative digital objects in the game space – the blood of children and the rubble of 

lounge rooms and the stench of rotting corpses – the simulation would be too real.  The shock is not 
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real because real doesn’t exist. Not on my television, not on my Facebook page, and most likely not 

on yours either. Certainly, like the broader gothic high–tech dreamscape it weighs heavily on one’s 

consciousness, even if we have trained ourselves not to acknowledge it, even if we have built a 

technological barrier – a black mirror – to contain it, to compress it, to digitise it.  Discussing Walter 

Benjamin, Fredric Jameson observes how,  

 

… modern society, perhaps on account of the increasing number of shocks of all 
kinds to which the organism is now subjected, these defence mechanisms are no 
longer personal ones: a whole series of mechanical substitutes intervenes 
between consciousness and its objects, shielding us perhaps, yet at the same time 
depriving us of any way of assimilating what happens to us or transforming our 
sensations into any genuinely personal experience. 

 
- Fredric Jameson, Marxism and Form: twentieth-century dialectical theories of 

literature, 1971 (Jameson, 1971, p. 63).  
 

 

PART VI :: Those Who Watch 

 

James Bridle’s photographic assemblage, The Light of God (Bridle, 2012a), comments on this process 

of covert, distant, silent targeting.  Bridle was inspired by the term after it appeared in an 

experimental documentary film by Omer Fast, 5000 Feet is the Best, in which a drone operator 

explains the Light of God phenomena. Using a thermal camera to identify the target area, the 

operator locks the drone’s targeting system onto the site using a laser targeting marker which in 

turn calls in a Hellfire missile strike. “We just send out a beam of laser and when the troops put on 

their night vision goggles they'll just see this light that looks like it's coming from heaven. Right on 

the spot, coming out of nowhere, from the sky. It's quite beautiful." (Fast, 2011) This is an exquisitely 

gothic and harrowing image that Bridle presents in conjunction with Fast’s documentary interviews 

with the drone operators. The light on dark aesthetic of drawing down a missile strike, evoking the 

angelic light of a Christian God in a Muslim land underlines the broader complexities at work in the 

technoculural narrative of the new millennium. Fusing the liquid electric beams sent up by the 9/11 

Anniversary Memorial, Tribute In Light (Carpenter & The Municipal Art Society of New York, 2011) 

with the image of the reciprocal targeting laser of The Light of God this new image juxtaposition 

becomes the ultimate gothic high-tech object – the smashing together of science, fiction and 

religion. All of it frozen in that moment of machine assisted night vision – a dark euphoric luminance 

of imminent, absent and anonymous destruction. To quote Bridle: 

 

http://shorttermmemoryloss.com/
http://commonwealth-projects.com/project/omer-fast-5000-feet-is-the-best/
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The political and practical possibilities of drone strikes are the consequence of 
invisible, distancing technologies, and a technologically–disengaged media and 
society. Foreign wars and foreign bodies have always counted for less, but the 
technology that was supposed to bring us closer together is used to obscure and 
obfuscate. We use military technologies like GPS and Kinect for work and play; 
they continue to be used militarily to maim and kill, ever further away and ever 
less visibly (Bridle, 2012b). 
 

This too is what drives the drone sleuth–like behaviour of geographer and media artist Trevor Paglen 

who uses camera and imaging technology to pull back the veil on the drone network and the 

communication and surveillance systems of the U.S. Military and the NSA. He watches those who 

watch us.  His Untitled (Drones) (Paglen, 2010b) photographic series of UAVs in U.S. airspace 

accentuates the secretive properties of the drone by deliberately making them an obscure blip on 

the canvas – like dead pixels in an LCD monitor. What these images in fact represent is a record of a 

digital object that for all intended purposes actually isn’t there, it’s off the record, incognito – the 

secret training drill, the cyborg top gun rehearsing for the kill. Paglen sees the irony here, but also 

the convergence between the technological modes of photographic image production and the 

technological modes of surveillance and targeted killing. “I’m extremely interested in what seeing is, 

and what seeing means in the contemporary moment. Of course, this has everything to do with 

machines, which in turn has everything to do with time“ (Curcio & Paglen, 2011). 

Like a drone that hovers evaluating a target Paglen lurks in the foothills of Nevada and 

Arizona hunting the source, tracking the trackers. His long lens photography brings the drone closer 

yet keeps it at a menacing blurry distance. Like the filter on an Instagram image, or the flecks of 

magnetic interference on a VHS tape, the drone becomes more real for the image’s lack of clarity as 

the technology of domestic – i.e. earth–bound camera technology – strives to see where it should 

not see.  Paglen’s studies, They Watch the Moon (Paglen, 2010a), and The Other Night Sky (Paglen, 

2007), employ long exposure photography to reveal that which lurks in the dark.  These are 

mysterious images of an unsettling techno–futurist space dreaming with obvious aesthetic and 

compositional links to classic science fiction icons. Here before us is the military apparatus – the 

satellites, the ground based radar, the electromagnetic perimeter – that make remote death and 

domestic surveillance such a precise and totalising business.  

 The aesthetic touchstone of Paglen’s work is The Fence (Lake Kickapoo, Texas) (Paglen, 

2013) which is produced from analysing the microwave frequencies of a powerful network of radar 

systems that envelope the territorial United States. The Fence is captured by making normally 

invisible light frequencies visible and thereby capturing the unseen and expressing this in vivid rich 

chromatic textures. The subject, as Paglen explains, is an “electromagnetic border that extends far 

into space from transmitters in Alaska, California, Texas, Massachusetts, Greenland, and the United 

http://www.paglen.com/
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Kingdom. The Fence is designed to track spacecraft overflying the United States and to serve as an 

early warning system to detect ballistic missile launches” (Paglen, 2013). This is a constant 

permanent structure of virtuality, a network of immense size and of immense data processing 

capabilities, but essentially invisible. Both Paglen and Bridle are attempting to describe what the 

skies above us contain, and to point out that we are essentially contained within that sky. Their 

images hint at what the devices that populate our orbit are rehearsing for. By looking up at those 

who look down they are subverting the dominant of this new perspective. What Paglen and Bridle 

are essentially attempting to do is to avert a complete disconnection to encourage us not to look 

away. As Julian Oliver has warned, “Our inability to describe and understand reduces our critical 

reach, leaving us both disempowered and, quite often, vulnerable” (Huff & Oliver, 2012). 

 

 

Epilogue :: Strange Days 

 

I think it's very true that we are living in a science fiction novel that we all 
collaborate on… And also we live in a world that is so intensely structured by 
science and technology that we can't get out of it. If we were to get out of it it 
would still be a science fiction move, the retreat to the farm. So it's hegemonic, 
you can't escape it, we're in that world created by science and technology. And 
also there's this intense sense of futurity, in that if you opened up your 
newspaper or laptop tomorrow and it said, "They've cloned six South Koreans 
successfully and they're all named Kim," you would believe it, there would be no 
surprise there. Anything could happen. You could say, well, we just got a signal 
from Alpha Centauri, there are intelligent aliens there, they sent us the code for pi 
and the Pythagorean Theorem. There's no reason to disbelieve that, either. So we 
live in this world of anticipation of strangeness, of change, rapidly accelerating 
change.  
 
- Kim Stanley-Robinson. "Science, Religion, Ideology." In Competing Cosmologies, 

Effecting Worlds: Intersections of Science and Religion. Durham, Duke University, 
2009. (Robinson, 2009) 

  

Technoculture has become an intricate totalising narrative: the medium, the message, the meme 

and now the atmosphere. In this space of flows sight has become mechanised, space militarised – 

time meaning and reality collapsed into a digital simulation. Nation states dissolve into wikis, faith 

into terror cells, race into genetic code, humanity repackaged as a distributable sequence of digital 

objects. The speed of this transformation – the acceleration of the global contraction and the 

fatalism of its digital authorship – inhibits our conceptualisation of the final image. It becomes dark – 

blank - a dead link like the black granite pixels of Ground Zero.  
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The close out of the 20th century becomes a data space, a presence. Kim Stanley-Robinson’s 

observation of technology’s increasing omnipresence is also pertinent here, as it would certainly 

appear that we certainly do “live in a world so intensely structured by science and technology that 

we can’t get out of it”. And while the techno–futurist’s dominant narrative is of order and logic – like 

corporate branding, like a World’s Fair, like a software interface, like an iPod – there also exists an 

underlying sense of chaos and uncertainty and of what Stanley-Robinson refers to as the 

“anticipated strangeness” of things. 

 

///// 

 

Meanwhile the rain falls with an acidic pang, the river breeds blood red algae and the unfed masses 

melt into the landscape. Billions of dollars are spent constructing the dystopian landscape of the 

future and billions more are spent accessing its dark visage, but in a mouse-click the full catastrophe 

of life is only a URL away. And yet we do not go there – not often. Sometimes we sit there, in the 

dark like the Mark Zuckerberg character at the end of David Fincher’s The Social Network (Fincher, 

2010), dutifully hitting the refresh button, waiting for a sign, a signal, a gesture, something. As Peter 

Sloterdijk observes: 

 
So, in the age of atmospheric toxins, strategies, and hidden agendas all such 
quasi–religious consenting to place one’s trust in one’s primary surroundings – be 
in nature, the cosmos, creation, homeland, situation, etc – takes on the guise of 
an invitation to self–harm. Advancing explication not only forces a semantic 
change in the meaning of naivety, it means that it becomes increasingly in–your–
face, and even objectionable; the naïve, nowadays, is that which encourages 
sleepwalking in the midst of present danger 
 
- Peter Sloterdijk, Terror From the Air, 2009 (Sloterdijk, 2009, p. 108). 
 

The colour palette of the techno-cultural narrative which began with the chromatic colour 

experiments of the Futurists and continued a century later with the electronic manufacturers of the 

millennial fire sale has darkened, not just on the surface but deep into the wire mesh. And as we fall, 

as we absorb these objects of our techno–cultural genesis, as we look down at the future hurtling up 

towards us, the present seems awash with data and light of an uncertain origin. But we shall never 

really feel the crush of the fall, the velocity of the impact. That, it would seem, is happening 

elsewhere.  

 

As an endless dream it went on; the spirit of the past brooding over a new 
generation, the chosen youth from the muddled, unchastened world, still fed 
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romantically on the mistakes and half-forgotten dreams of dead statesmen and 
poets. Here was a new generation, shouting the old cries, learning the old creeds, 
through a revery of long days and nights; destined finally to go out into that dirty 
gray turmoil to follow love and pride; a new generation dedicated more than the 
last to the fear of poverty and the worship of success; grown up to find all Gods 
dead, all wars fought, all faiths in man shaken… 
 
― F. Scott Fitzgerald, This Side of Paradise, 1920. 
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